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COMPOSITE TOOLS

COUNTERSINK
This assembly consists of a 1/2” dia. 
AT418E-4 100° cutter, a 1/4” dia. 
AT416- pilot and an AT409-1 adapter 
with 1/4” dia. shank for use with a hand 
drill. The adapter has a collet-like shaft 

to securely hold the replaceable pilot. Add pilot dash number to AT409. 
To complete part number see tool section for complete selection of 
pilots.
Complete Assemblies ........................................................See Page 597

COUNTERBORE
A 5/8” diameter boring tool, with 1/4” diameter pilot. 10” threaded exten-

sion is used for boring holes in hard to 
reach places. Used in the installation 
of the landing gear on the LongEZ 
and Cozy aircraft. 3/4” bore does not 
have 1/4” pilot and must use the pilot 
received with the 5/8” boring tool.

5/8” diameter w/pilot ........................... P/N 12-00219 .............................
3/4” diameter without pilot .................. P/N 12-00220 .............................

STANLEY TAPE MEASURE
This 12 foot steel tape measure, with 
1/2” blade, is graduated in tenths and 
hundredths of inches and also in frac-
tions of inches (32nds). Very handy for 
all aircraft construction. A “must” for 
composite con struc tion.
No. 33-272 ...... P/N 33-272 ..................

STANLEY TOOLS

SPRING CLAMPS
Heavy-gauge steel clamps with vinyl 
grips and tips to prevent marring work. 
Jaws specially formed to hold flat or 
round objects. Two sizes available:

No. 3201-HT – Jaw Opening 1”, Length 4” ......... P/N 83-261 ................
No. 3202-HT – Jaw Opening 2”, Length 6” ......... P/N 83-262 ................

STANLEY UTILITY KNIFE
Aluminum, die-cast in two sections - 
provides blade storage. Has handy 
hang hole. Furnished with No. 11-921 
blade and blade guard.
No. 10-099 ........ P/N 10-099 ................

KNIFE BLADE
Heavy-duty pointed razor-type utility 
knife blade for No. 10-099 knife and 
most other makes of utility knives.
No. 11-921 (Pkg. of 5 Blades)
 P/N 11-921 .............. .

HOOK BLADE 
For use with No. 10-099 knife and 
most other makes of utility knives to 
cut linoleum, roofing material, cartons, 
etc., without damage. The razor-sharp 
hooked ends cut to full thickness in one 
stroke.

No. 11-961Pkg. of 5 Blades ...........................P/N 11-961 ....................  .

Quantity Discount: 15% on any 10 Stanley items (assorted)

DOVETAIL SAW 

Cuts a true, smooth and narrow kerf. Comfortable hardwood handle 
provides positive grip. Professional quality.
 No. 15-022 .................... P/N 15-140 .............................

STRAIGHT EDGE
A 6-ft. long kiln-dried spruce board, 7/8” to 
1” thick and 3” to 4” wide, used for check-
ing the straightness of flying surfaces dur-
ing composite construction.             
P/N 01-25900 .......................................... .

6” STEEL RULER
Flexible stainless steel rule graduated 
in l0ths and l00ths on one side and in 
quick-reading 32nds and 64ths on the 
other side.
6 inch ................ P/N 616 ................... .
12 inch .............. P/N 12-02062.......... .

FELT TIP MARKERS
Used for marking locations on fiberglass 
through out con struc tion.
 P/N 01-26000 .........................

12” LONG DRILL BITS

For use with standard electric drill for hard-to-reach jobs.
#10 (.1935” Dia.) ............................ P/N 12-05500 ..................................
1/4” Dia. .......................................... P/N 12-05600 ..................................

MINI GLUE TIP
Fits most Yorker top dispenser bottles. Just slip 
a Mini Glue Tip on spout and seal with a pin.  
Always ready for use-no fuss to fill, no mess to 
clean. Made of polypropylene - glues don’t stick. 
For shallow tip bends, heat in water, shape with 
fingers until cool.
   P/N 01-27000........... Pkg. of 4 Tips ................. .

RUBBER SEALANT
No. 732 RTV general-purpose, 
clear, one-part silicone rubber. 
Cures to a firm silicone rubber in 
24 hours at room temperature.

 4.7 Oz. Tube .......... P/N 09-27800 .............................. .

SINGLE-EDGE RAZOR 
BLADES

Used for trimming rough edges of laminates.
 P/N 01-24904 .............. ./ea.        

Box of 100  30% Discount.


